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This month, we celebrate the Gulmohar tree. ThisThis month, we celebrate the Gulmohar tree. This
fiery wonder has found a home in Bengaluru, thoughfiery wonder has found a home in Bengaluru, though
not indigenous to us.not indigenous to us.  
As the monsoon season ends, the Gulmohar bloomsAs the monsoon season ends, the Gulmohar blooms
with its vibrant red petals, creating a breathtakingwith its vibrant red petals, creating a breathtaking
pathway.pathway.
AA sight we can't help but admire. sight we can't help but admire.  
There is so much to learn from this tree, like itsThere is so much to learn from this tree, like its
quality to embrace new surroundings while addingquality to embrace new surroundings while adding
beauty to it.beauty to it.    

This virtue only helps us thrive and grow better.This virtue only helps us thrive and grow better.
Incredibly accurate, nature is the best teacher!Incredibly accurate, nature is the best teacher!
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Looking at the Gulmohar, we atLooking at the Gulmohar, we at
Param learnt, shared and grew toParam learnt, shared and grew to
this height in one and a half years.this height in one and a half years.

And while the monsoon set in, weAnd while the monsoon set in, we
began to feel a bit poetic, giving usbegan to feel a bit poetic, giving us
a dramatic touch.a dramatic touch.  

Its always fun looking back!Its always fun looking back!  
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A Festival to
Remember!
A whole day of fun with
Science!
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100+ Exhibits100+ Exhibits
650 People650 People

17 Events17 Events
  6 Hours6 Hours
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The Science Team visits
the Centre, now a family of  35!
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Excited employees, a vibrant crowd,
Visiting the construction site, they are proud.

Science Centre's dome, a marvel of sight,
Convention Centre's shell, soaring with might.

 
The Param Science Centre, a dream in the making,

A place where knowledge and wonder are for the taking.
With each passing day, closer to the grand debut,

In 2024, the world will come through.
 

A hub for exploration, science, and more,
Where minds can soar and dreams can pour.

A beacon of curiosity, a global sensation,
The Science Centre awaits, an open invitation.

 
In this grand vision, unity will unfurl,

As people from far and wide, gather and swirl.
Together we'll embrace the marvels untold,

In this magnificent centre, we'll all behold.

JUNE, 2023
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  VijayaVijaya
CollegeCollege

MarketingMarketing
TeamTeam  

AI Info for the Next Gen 
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Param visits
surrounding schools
and colleges to
spread word about
the fun of Science. 
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8th Mile @8th Mile @  
RV InstituteRV Institute  

Doing whatDoing what
they're best at!they're best at!
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Re-living
little    

 childhood       
joys           
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DAY 1
 Seems like a nice place  

DO NOT
DISTURB

Signs are
already up!

Such a
sound
space 

OfficeOffice
Upgrades!Upgrades!
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DAY 20
This is my
spot now Like our

Implementation
head and his
team, still testing
the comfiness of
the new
furniture!

While some
employees have
found their favourite
spots, others are still
experimenting. 
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It's safe to say that our digital team
 is w

ell grounded 
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Our much awaited employee kits
are finally here!

DON'T FORGET
To ask us for some merch when
you're here. We always have
something interesting going on! 

MerchandiseMerchandise

Like these
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Some of us prefer
our old places,

yet others are 
happy on the lawn. 
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Design andDesign and
ImplementationImplementation

JUNE, 2023
June w

as all about prototypes!

Check out our 
Reindeer Shelf &
Lego Elephant
Robo!!
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Favorite characters come alive, 
Inhouse celebrities, they thrive.
Posing with hard work, pure delight,
Elegance with crown, a captivating sight.

Coincidentally twinning, side by side,
Separation anxiety with exhibits, they
confide. 
Their bond unbreakable, through space
and time, 
In this gallery of wonders, their stories
climb.
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Ashwini S 
Full-Stack Developer
The past four months have been a
period of immense growth and
learning for me, both professionally
and personally.I am grateful for the
numerous opportunities I have had to
enhance my skills and knowledge
during my tenure at Param innovation.

Working at Param has been an incredibly
exciting and fulfilling experience, far from
the typical corporate job. Param offers a
unique and dynamic work environment
that encourages exploration and learning.
If you are passionate about your career
and eager to discover new things, Param is
the perfect place for you. I am someone
with a background in digital marketing. I
was initially unfamiliar with physical
marketing. However, Param not only
introduced me to the world of physical
marketing but also provided me with the
necessary training. I am now confident and
happy to engage with the public and
organise captivating events that showcase 

Saraswathi D S 
Digital Marketing

the wonders of science. Narendra ji, my team head, has been instrumental in my
professional growth and development. His guidance, encouragement, and belief in
my abilities have motivated me to push my boundaries. Beyond the professional
aspect, Param has become like a second family to me. The teamwork and
collaboration fostered within the organisation make every day a joy to work. 
Param has truly transformed my professional journey, and I am grateful to be a
part of such a remarkable organisation.
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ParamParam
goes togoes to

Singapore!Singapore!

Embracing
Singapore's

essence and
finding

inspiration at
every turn

Art Science Museum
Singapore 
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Charging
our minds
with  the
great ideas

Resisting 
 the urge to
bring home

all of the
beautiful

creations!

Science Centre
Singapore

Changi Airport 
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As June unfolds its magical spell in our city of Bengaluru,As June unfolds its magical spell in our city of Bengaluru,
We bid adieu to the gentle summer rain, to its playfulWe bid adieu to the gentle summer rain, to its playful
afternoon deluge.afternoon deluge.
Thank you, we say to the droplets that kissed our cheeks,Thank you, we say to the droplets that kissed our cheeks,  
And danced on our rooftops with a rhythm unique.And danced on our rooftops with a rhythm unique.

Beneath the Gulmohar’s fiery red shroud,Beneath the Gulmohar’s fiery red shroud,  
Our hearts beat a little louder, a little proud.Our hearts beat a little louder, a little proud.  
Its blossoms cover the roads, casting patterns on our path,Its blossoms cover the roads, casting patterns on our path,
Igniting in us courage as we face the monsoon’s wrath.Igniting in us courage as we face the monsoon’s wrath.

Each flaming petal, a symbol of passion,Each flaming petal, a symbol of passion,
Fueling our spirits in its unique fashion.Fueling our spirits in its unique fashion.  
A burst of crimson against the deepening sky,A burst of crimson against the deepening sky,
A beacon of warmth as colder days draw nigh.A beacon of warmth as colder days draw nigh.

So here’s to June, with its blend of fire and grace,So here’s to June, with its blend of fire and grace,  
A month of transitions in Bengaluru’s embrace.A month of transitions in Bengaluru’s embrace.  
And to the Gulmohar, standing tall and free,And to the Gulmohar, standing tall and free,
We express our gratitude under your protective canopy.We express our gratitude under your protective canopy.
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The Param Science Experience Centre
turned  1    years old this month!

We thank each and every one, for their
love and support in building this unique
dream!

1|2

That's all for June, Thank YouThat's all for June, Thank You
and See You Soon!and See You Soon!
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